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APPROXIMATING THE HOMOTOPY SEQUENCE

OF A PAIR OF SPACES

By

K. A. Hardie

0. Introduction.

In his book [7] H. Toda computed the homotopy groups Tcn+k(Sn)for &.^19.

Although he permitted himself to use any methods and insights that were

available to him at the time, his principal technique was to exploit his "com-

position method". Very brieflythe composition method is an inductive procedure

by which composition classes vanishing in a particular "stem" k give rise to

secondary and higher order composition classes (Toda brackets) in stem k+1

that are "detected by" (i.e. shown to have a non-zero image under) a Hopf

invariant homomorphism, after which their orders and relations to other ele-

ments are determined. This paper is intended as a contribution toward an

analysis of the composition method and its development into a more generally

applicable technique for computing homotopy groups.

Let i: A-^X be an inclusion map and let us suppose that the homotopy

groups of X are less well known than those of A. (In Toda's composition

method i: Sn^-QSn+1 is the suspension inclusion). Then we have available the

relative homotopy sequence

(0.1) > 7Cn(A)―> 7Tn(X) ―*■7Zn{X, A) ― -> Ttn^A) ―* ■･･.

In general 7tn(X, A) will not be known but we may be able to approximate it

via a map h : X ― B with h(A)=* (the base point) and where B is a space

whose homotopy groups are (better) known. Then we can regard

H H A
(0.2) > 7Zn{A) -^ 7ln{X)―^ 7tn(B)―^ TVn^A) ―> ･･･

(where H―h^) as an approximation to 0.1. Of course if /z*: 7zn(X, A)^Tcn(B)

is not an isomorphism then 0.2 may not be exact. Indeed the operator A may

not be well-defined. However a partial function (defined on the kernel of z'*)

A": 7rn_1(A)―>7rn(B)can be defined(with a degree of indeterminacy) using Toda

brackets. If fi(=Kn_x(A) is such that i*fi=0, let
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(0-3) A≫=-{0{/z}, {i},p}£nn(B),

where the littlecircle decorating the Toda bracket indicates that a "preferred

nullhomotopy" of hi (in this case the trivial nullhomotopy) is called for. In

consequence, the indeterminacy of A" exactly coincides with the image of H.

(For conceptual detail see §2.)

Suppose now that we have classes a'^7t{K, A), fi'(E7tk(K),j'^xn-i(Sk)

with i*(a'°P')=0 and /3'°r=0. Then the Toda bracket set {**≪',/3',r'}^7tn{X)

is defined. We shall see (Proposition 3.4) that

(0.4) H{i*a', j8',r} =A-(a'°P')°Er',

where E denotes the suspension homomorphism. The reader willrecognise 0.4

as a primitive form of [7; Proposition 2.6], a cornerstone of Toda's composition

method.

The equality 0.4 indicates that H has the power to detect new classes,but

this ability will have littlepractical value unless also it is possible to recognize

&~{a'°fi')as a specificclass(coset)in 7vk+i(B). This can be done if the inclusion

i: A-^-X factors through a principal calibrationso that we have a commutative

diagram

i'

A >A＼JXCM

q

SM

i"

j

X

h

B.

where 1^7z{M, A) and q shrinks A.

0.5. Proposition. // a'°F=X°d, where a'eL7z(K, A), p^iz^K), d(Enk(M)

then A~(a'°B')^j*Ed.

Although the sequence 0.2 need not be exact at 7in{X) it gives rise to a

number of short differentialsequences:

Imfo) ―h> xn(X) ―> Im(#).

The following result supplies information concerning the (group) extension as-

sociated with an element detected by H.

0.6. Proposition. // i: A-+X factors through AVJxCM and if y^nn(M)

is such that A°Y=Q, then there exists an element !-<EE7rn+i(X)such that H%=j*Ey.

Moreover if my=0 then m$<B―i*{{A}, {j}, min＼.
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The paradigmatic application of the theory outlined above is to the sus-

pension inclusion Sn->QSn+1 or, equivalently, to the inclusion Sn->S£ into the

James reduced product space, with B=S£n and h : S"―>S^n the James map [5].

Here the Whitehead square [_cn,cn~]plays the role of the class A. However

Proposition 0.6 specialises to a result that appears to be new. The need for

such a formula in Toda's book was avoided by relying on the calculus of Toda

brackets derived in the course of the computation.

The theory also gives rise to useful formulae in the case of the inclusion

Sr->S"(i£>l, n even). (S? is the ta-skeleton of S"). In particular,for t-―p―l

with p an odd prime, a partial technique for computing unstable /^-components

of the homotopy groups of spheres is obtained. The technique is only partial

because of the different behaviour of the odd and even dimensional spheres. It

needs to be complemented by a study of the inclusion S71"1―>i2S£_i(neven). The

present paper considers only a selection of applications of the theory relevant

to the homotopy groups of spheres. Other possible applications, e.g. to the

study of unstable phenomena associated with the suspension of spaces other

than spheres may receive attention in due course.

The convenience of the category of homotopy pairs when dealing with

(ternary) Toda brackets has been demonstrated [4]. In §1 this approach is

further exploited to derive a number of standard properties of the brackets

malrincrfhp frpatrnpnt splf.rnnfainprl

1. Some Toda bracket theory.

In this section we utilisehomotopy pair theory to define the secondary ho-

motopy composition operation and to derive certain properties needed in the

sequel. Recall that the objects of the category of homotopy pairs [3], [4] are

(pointed) continuous maps and the morphisms from f to g are equivalence

classes of diagrams

(1.1)

X

'I

Y

^0

≫
^0

E

8

B

where ht is a homotopy from 0O/ to g<p0- Specifically the square 1.1 is
~-

related to the composite (i.e. outer) sauare
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(1.2)
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01

X :

'I

Y li―≫

01

E

g

B

B

where <ptand <j)tare homotopies, and also to the square

X

'I

Y

T-―>E

8

if ht and h'tbelong to the same track (i.e. relativehomotopy class of homotopies).

Now let /: X->Y, h : Y-+E, g: E^-B be maps such that A/―* and gh―*

and let mt: X-+E, nt: Y-*B be nullhomotopies of hf, gh respectively. Then

the composite square

X

(1.3)

*

/

'
I

E

ntt

g

*

I

'

B

defines an elements £ of the homotopy pair set tz{X*, *B). As discussed in [4],

the operator

cP: rc(X*, *B)―>tv(I:X, B),

applied to the composite square 1.3 selects the homotopy class of the map in-

duced by 1.3 from the cofibre of X* to the cofibre of *B. The Toda bracket set

(1.4) {{g}, {h}, {/}}£*(£*, fl)

is defined to be the set {cP(|)| nullhomotopies mt, nt＼,which turns out to be a

double coset of the subgroups tt(SY, B)°＼Zf＼and ＼s)°x(ZX, E) in tt(2X B).
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Toda [7] verifiesthat the coset 1.4 is independent of the choice of /, h,g

within their homotopy classes. We can note that these facts are implicit in the

definitionabove. For example, suppose ft is a homotopy from f to f then the

homotopy pair relation

X * Y *> *

fit

x >

*

Mi.t/

X * Y

v~"

g

f^J

mi.t/

*

h

n4y

>E ,

*

I

B

indicates that the relevant brackets have a common element. Other standard

properties of the brackets can be derived in a rather simple way. We give two

examples. Let k : W-^X be a map. Then the following diagram

w

*

V

in which the bottom

yields the inclusion

k

>

jfc-J, I

Y

mty

h

p,
jk n i > jfe y

X *

mi_yi

*

I

*

J

E

1

B

8

h

Y

E

w

I

*

B

I

nty

8

Sw ――-* J* * B

line contains induced maps between respective cofibres

(1.5) {{£},{h＼,{f}}o{2k}£{{g}, {h}, {/}.{*}}

(cf.[7], Proposition1.2(i)).Suppose next that fk^O and let pt: W->Y be a

nullhomotopy of fk. Then the following composite squares clearly represent

elements of oppositesign in tt(W*,*B).

IV i

* * e ≫B

p A[v i
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If we bear in mind the ~ relation this yields the identity

(1.6) {{g＼, ＼h),{f}}'{2!k} = -{g}o{{h}, {/}, {k}}

(cf. [7], Proposition 1.4).

We now give two further results needed in the proof of Proposition 0.6.

Suppose that the maps /, h and g are only known to satisfy

(1.7) {2g}*{2h)=Q,{2h}o{Zf)=Q.

and let iE: E-+QSE denote the unit of the loop suspension adjunction. Then

equivalent to 1.7 we have

{QZg}o{iEh)=Q, {iEh}°{f}=0.

Let 6 : x(Z2X, IB)^7t(IX, QSB) denote the adjunction isomorphism.

1.8. Proposition. 6{{Ig}, {Ih}, {If}}=―{{QIg}, {iEh},{/}}.

1.9. Remark. Proposition1.8is consistentwith and can be regarded as

a variant of Toda's Proposition1.3 [71.

Proof of 1.8. It can be checked that the indeterminacies of the brackets

are equivalent under 6 hence it remains to show that the subsets have an

element in common. An element of the left hand sideis given by the composite

class on the top row of the following diagram

IX *･Fvh > Q1B

IX '―+ IY *

*
- IE

I

> ≫

IB

where mt and nt denote nullhomotopiesand the top row contains the induced

maps between the respectivehomotopy fibres. An element of the right hand

bracketis given by the bottom row of the diagram
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X *Y
I

I

^ ･

*

I

I

91

> QIE * QSB

2JX *■Cigft, *!J2iIjf

the bottom row consisting of the induced maps between the respective mapping-

cones. Comparing the homotopies (QSg)m[_t-＼-n'tf: X-+QIB and (2g)m1^t +

nt(2f): ZX-+2B, note that these coincide (under adjoint correspondence) if we

choose m'tx(s)=?nt(x,s) and n'ty(s)=nt(y, s)(xeZ, y^Y, se/, t^I). The sign

in 1.8 arises from the choice of orientation involved in the standard representa-

tion of IX as the mapping cone of X-**.

1.9.1. Remark. The equality in Proposition 1.8 remains valid if Ig is

replaced by a non-suspension.

If, instead of 1.7, the maps /, h and g satisfy

(1.10) {Zg}'{2h}=0, {/z}°{/}=0

then we have :

1.1.1. Corollary. 6{{2g), {Ih}, {2Y}}2-{{iBg＼, {h},{/}}

Proof. By Proposition1.8,

6{{Zg], {Zh}, {2f＼}= -{{Q2g}, {iEh},{f＼}^-{{QSg}o{is＼, ＼h),{/}}

(by [7; Proposition1.2(iii)])=-{{^}, {h), {/}}.

1.12. Remark. The coset -d^Wing), {h}, {/}} coincides with {{Ig},

{Sh}, {Zf}}i in the sense of Toda's notation [7; page 9]. Moreover if /, h, g

satisfy {g}°{h}―0 and {h}°{f}=0 we can recover from 1.11 Toda's inclusion

[7; Proposition 1.3]:

(1.13) -2{{g＼, {h＼,{f＼＼^{{Ie＼, ＼Ih), {27}}.

2. Preferred nwllhomotopies.

Let h, h': Y-+E and g, g': E^B be maps and let n^respectivelyn't)be a

a nullhomotopy of gh (respectivelyof g'h'). Then the squares
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(2.1)

Y

E

&.

8
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*

B

Y

and h'

E

^

>
8*

*

I

B

are coherentthere existsa homotopy ht from h to h' such that

Y

h

E

Y

E

*■ *

I

B

Y

h

E

>*

5>

I

B

w

g'

in jt(/z,*B). (If the condition is satisfied, note that g and g' are necessarily

homotopic.) If the squares are coherent then we also say (with some abused

that the nullhomotopies nt and n't are coherent. Systematic use of coherent

nullhomotopies enables some sharpening of the secondary composition operation.

For example, let C denote the coherence class of the nullhomotopy n't. Then,

given also / : X->Y with hf=*, we define

(2.2) {c{{g}, {h}, {/}} = {cP( )|mt: hf**, nte=C],

where | is the element referred to in 1.3. Note that the indeterminacy of the

bracket 2.2 is the subgroup {g}°iz(IX, E). When the coherence class in ques-

tion is clearly understood it is convenient to use the nonspecific notation {°{g},

{h}, {/}}･ For example (as occurred in the introduction) if for particular

representative maps g and h it is known that gh=* then the coherence class

of the trivialhomotopy may be understood. Another situation giving rise to a

preferred homotopy is the composition

/ Pf
X―>Y―>YUfCX

of a map with the inclusion of codomain into mapping cone. A standard null-

homotopy of (Pf)f is available which defines a coherence class. Note that a

bracket {{g}, {h}, {f}0} is defined whenever a preferred nullhomotopy of hf is

understood and thatit'sindeterminacy is the subgroup n(2Y, B)°{If}. Versions

of the standard inclusion properties of Toda brackets [7; Proposition 1.2] can

be derived for brackets involving preferred nullhomotopies. For example, cor-

responding to 1.6, and respectively to [7; Proposition 1.2 (ii)] the following

can be proved.
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{{g＼,{h}, {f}°}o{Sk} = -{g}'{°{h}> {/}, {k}}

{°{g},{h}°{f},{k}} = {°{g},{h},{f}°{k}}.
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3. The operator A*".

Recall that an element r)<=Kn{X, A) is a pair-homotopy equivalence class of

a commutative diagram

Sn-1 A

I
'

Vn >X}

where Vn is the n-dimensionalballbounded by Sn ＼

Equivalentlywe may regard 7)as the homotopy pair classof a homotopy

commutative diagram

(3.1)

(3.2)

sn
I

*

C≫-l

*

/

A
＼

X.

I

B

The boundary operator d: xn(X, A)->Tcn-i(A) has the property that dr)=±{f},

the sign depending on orientation conventions. The homomorphism h*: xn(X,

A)->Kn(B) determined by a map h :{X, A)-^(B, *) is that which associates with

■qthe composite square

-i ―L―≫ A * *

I'

X
h

*

regarded as an element of 7:n(B) via the bijection cP: n(Sn '*, *B)―>7zn(B).

(Note that the right hand square in 3.2 commutes via the trivialhomotopy).

An immediate consequence of the definition of the operator A": zn-i(A)―>Tcn{B)

is the following result.

3.3. Proposition. A~drj=±h*iq+Hicn(X)tE7cn(B)/H7cn(X)
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Proposition 3.3 may be regarded as providing some justification for the

notation A". We now also state:

3.4. Proposition. // a'(E7v(K, A), ^'^7tk{K), r'(^izn_x(Sk) are such that

i*(a'oB')=0 and B'°r'=O then H{i*a', B', r'}=A-(a'°B')°Err.

Proof. By [7; Proposition 1.2(iii)] we have {{*}<>≪',/3',r'l^iti}, ≪'°/3',T'＼

and hence H{i*a', /3',T'} ―{h}°{{i), a'°fi',7'}, since the respective indetermi-

nacies coincide. Applying 1.6 we have

but again the indeterminacies coincide, yielding the required result.

Proof of Proposition 0.5. Since -A-(a'o^)={°{h}> {i}, a'op'} = {°{h},

{i}, k°d}^{°{h}, {*}, 2}°E5, we need to show that -j*lSM^{°{h}, {i＼,X}. Now

we have

{°{h}, {≫},^} = {°{/z},{i"}≪{f}, ^}2{°{A}o{**}, {i'}, ;}

(we note that the preferred nullhomotopies are compatible).

But {°{g}>{i'＼,A}^>{°{q}, {i'},A0} and hence the desired result is a conse-

quence of the following lemma.

3.5. Lemma. Let f : X-+Y be a map, let Pf: Y->YUfCX be theinclusion

of Y into the cofibre of f and let Qf: Y＼JfCX->2X be the projection shrinking

Y. Then (Pf)f ―* and (Qf){Pf)―* via standard nulhomotopies and

{"{Qf}, {Pf}, {/}°}=-lxx.

Proof. The reader may firstcheck that the element of x(X*, *2X), defined

by the composite diagram

X

I

*

/
Y

Pf

yf

≫Y＼JfCX―+2X

in which the standard homotopies are used, coincides with the element defined

by the square



(4.1)

(4.2)
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Q

X
r

*

1
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-,t)f

* +2X.

The desired result is now a consequence of the definition of P as a functor [3],

essentiallygoing back to [6].

When applicable, a rather efficientdetection technique can be based on the

following result which can be regarded as a slightly more general version of

Prooosition 0.6.

3.6. Theorem. // i: A^X factors through AU*CM and if j^et:{W, M) is

such that X°y=O then j＼Ey―H{°{i＼, X, y). The coset {°{i},X, y} is contained in

i*K(ZW, AKJxCM) and its indeterminancy is i*iz(2W, A). Moreover if 5e

7t{V, W) is such that r°^=0 and if £e{°{/}, X, y) then £oEd<=iM, T, 8}.

Proof. Applying 2.3, we have H{°{i},X, y) = -{{h}, {i}, {X}°}°Ey = -

{"{h}, {i}, {1}0}°Ej, since the respective indeterminacies are trivial. But argue-

ing as in the proof of 0.5 we find that {°{h}, {i}, {A}0} = ―j*1zm, so that j*Ej

H{°{i), X,y). Moreover, applying 1.6 we have

{°{i},X,7}°Efe-iMr,8},

hpnrp fhp rPQiiif

4. The Et―Ht―At sequence

For a pointed,locallycountable CW-complex A, I.M. James [5] has des-

cribed a space AM and a homotopy equivalence A^^QIA which induces a

r.annniraiisnmnrnhism

icn+1(2A)―>7rn(AJ.

The suspension inclusion A―>QIA is equivalent via 4.1 to a natural inclusion

i: ^4^i4oo. In the case A=Sn the homotopy sequence

in which the James map h : (SS, Sn)->(S^, *) is used to approximate rr(S , S")

gives rise (via the isomorphism 4.1) to the E―H―A sequence

E H A

･･･-> rtr{Sn) ―> ^r+1(S"+1) ―* ^r+1(S2re+1) ―> ff^xCS") -

A little more generally, starting instead with the inclusion
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i: S?_! ―> S2(^2)

and utilisingthe James map ht: (S£,S?_i)->(S£,ra,*), one obtains the sequence

££ Ht At
(4.3) - -+ ffrCS?.!)―> 7tr+1(Sn+l)―* ;rr+1(S£n+1)―> rc^S^) ->.

As in the case of the sequence 0.2 the operator A£is imperfectly defined and

the sequence fails to be exact (to the extent that ht* failsto be an isomorphism).

However

is defined, with indeterminacy Ht7tr+i(Sn+1)>whenever fi^TCr-iiSf-x) belongs to

the kernel of Et. Since the generalized Whitehead product [_cn']tis the attach-

ing class of the tn-cellof S£ the general theory of §3 is applicable with ＼_CnY

playing the role of the class X. Interpreting Proposition 3.4 in this case and

taking into account Remark 1.12, we obtain the following.

4.4. Corollary. // a^n(K, S?_0, p<=j:k(K), fe7rr(S*) are such that

Et(a°P)=Q and /3°r=0 then Ht{Eta, £/3,Er}i = -AT(ct°P)°E2d.

In the case t―2 we recover [7; Proposition2.6]. For t>2, however, the

formula appears to be new. The correspondingversion of Proposition0.5is

as follows.

4.5. Corollary. // a<^n(K, Sf-O, fi^rck{K) are such that a≫j8= [≪B]to5

where d^Ti^S171-1), then Ar(a°/3)3£:25.

The following two examples show that the corollariescan indeed be used to

detect elements if t>2.

4.6. Example. U=4) Toda's generator eG7Ti8(S3; 2) is an element of the

bracket {£3,2cn, v2n}e. To see that e3 can be detected by H4 via Corollary 4.4

we state the following lemma.

4.7. Lemma. e3=E4£, where £e^10(51), 8s=0 and 2£= [;2]4°v7.

Applying 4.4, 4.5 and 4.7 we find H4{EJ, E2ci0, Vnhs―v^O, as required.

Proof of Lemma 4.7. In the truncated EH A sequence

7Tio(S2)―> 7T1O(S1)―> ^10(S4) ―> ^9(S2)

the 2-components of jtiO(52)and 7r9(S2)are trivial. Hence there is an isomorphism
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7tlo(SI;2)≪tt10(S4;2)={y42}^Z8. In the £4-//4-A4 sequence

Ht A4 Ei
7Tl2(S3)―> ^12(S9)--> 7T10(S32)―> WuCS3)

it is known that
iM3e^12(S3)

is such that HAfis=Avd[2; 4.3]. It follows that the

kernel of JE4={A4v9} = {[f2]4°v7}^Z4. Moreover i/4(68)=i/(i7es)=0 so that s3e

£/?Tin(S?^ and the existence of i. as claimed, is assured.

4.8. Example. (t=p, an odd prime) As discovered by J.P. Serre, there

is an element fl£%(S3) of order p. The facts stated in the following lemma

nrp wpII Ifnnwn

4.9. Lemma. a = Eva, where aG7r2p-i(5|_1) is of infinite order and pa―{_c^＼v.

Let T^7zr-i(S2p~1) be an element of order p (for example we may take y―

E2p~2a) then

Hp{Epa,pc2p,ErU = -E2r.

Corollaries 4.4 and 4.5 offer a useful detection technique but to extract a

maximum of information it is preferable to utilize the sharper construction (with

insight into the group extension problem) offered by the following application

of Theorem 3.6. We use 1 to denote the identity class 5?_i-^5?_i.

4.10. Corollary. // fe^CS^1) is such that [cnY°7=Q then Ht{°Et(l),

E[cnY, Er}i= -E*r. Moreover if d^7rr(Sk) is such that T°§=0and if £<=

jois£(l),EUnY, Er), then ^E^EAlcnY, 7, d＼.

4.11. Remark. The indeterminacy of the bracket {°Et(l),E[_Cn~Y,Et}x is

the subgroup Q1i*7Vk+i(St'-i)of Kk+2(Sn+1). Note that this is precisely the sub-

group of James filtrationt―1[5]. Since [^n]£is the attaching class of the tn-

cell of Sf, each element $ detected in this way has James filtrationt. This

fact can be used to determine the James filtrationsof many of Toda's generators.

For example it can be shown in this way that the James filtrationof es is 4.

The firstassertion of Corollary 4.10 has much overlap with [2; Theorem 3.3].

Indeed the bracket can be regarded as a generalization of the Hopf construction,

r.f. Til. T21

4.12. Example. To illustratethe use that can be made of Corollary 4.10

to determine group extensions, let us study the element v'^rcl. (We recall that

7i^=Trr(Sn; 2) unless r = n or r=2n ―1 in which cases Kr = Xr(Sn).) It is known

(from an earlierstage in the systematic computation) that ＼_c2,r2]ow3=0 and that
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tlI-Z/2, generated by r?5. Applying 4.10 (with t―2) we obtain, for £e{°£(l),

Elcz]2, Erjz}i, H^― ―r]-aand %°2c6=E{[c2> c2~],rjz,2ct}, which has trivial indeter-

minacy. But

{[≪2,til, Va> 2c4}^r]2°{2c2, 7]s>2eA}=rj2°Vs-

It follows that I is of order 4 and is the element v'.
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